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COMPUTER-AIDED DESIGN OF FEEDBACK
CONTROL AND SYSTEMS WITH PLANT PARAMETER VARIATIONS
Abstract--This research is devoted to two applications of
computer methods to feedback control system design.
In the first application, gradient optimization methods
are used for the automatic design of a fixed plant
system, to satisfy time domain specifications. Given a
fixed system configuration, the program manipulates
open-loop compensation parameters. A simulation routine
provides values of overshoot, rise time, and high fre-
quency  transmission, from which the gradient vector is
obtained for minimization of the high frequency loop
transmission. The time domain specifications appear as
inequality constraints. The work done indicates this
to be a possible, though not as yet practical, method of
design. Practical problems of step-size selection and
constraint interaction have not been completely solved
for a wide class of problems.
The second application extends recent methods for
the design of adaptive control systems with variable
plant parameters. A significant improvement is the re-
moval of the requirement of a dominant second-order
response, heretofore used in one class of current design
methods. Again, the computer simulation provides the
rolationship between open-loop parameter values and
step response data. The results are presented in the --
plant-pole parameter subspace. Curves of constant step.
7
J
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response, rise time and overshoot are obtained and these
define a region over which the parameters may vary with
acceptable response.
	
This is followed by manual
• perturbation of the parameters, with the human designer
evaluating the resulting changes in constant performance
curves.
The above approach has readily permitted the insertion
Y
of a transmission zero into the closed-loop
	 Ys stem,transfer
function, either fixed or as a drifting plant zero.
ncf
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.0 Objectives
The basic objective of. this investigation is to7	 g
explore ways to improve feedback control design by means
of digital computer techniques. Current design methods
are studied at the conceptual level to determine whether
reformulation for computer usage is necessary or de-
sirable. Promising methods are examined at the practi-
cal level in order to identify advantages and dsadvan-
6
tages of using the computer.
i ' The main area of interest is the linear control
system whose plant has slowly varying parameters.	 A
primary objective is to remove restrictions currently
imposed by the human designer.
1.1	 Computer Advantages to be Exploi ted
The digital computer cannot think and cannot im-
prove on the intelligence and insight of the person
creating its programs.	 The usefulness of the computer
lies in its ability to make tedious, repetitious calcu-
lations quickly, filter and condense the raw data to
meaningful .information, and present this in an Organized
fashion.	 This allows the human more time to think and
to try many combinations of design tradeoffs.
The computer can store and manipulate quantities
data,	 without	 It canof	 usually	 error.	 make _specific
value decisions based on this data, in-a repeatable
e
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fashion, without bias from external factors.
This investigation will not consider numerical
analysis questions in any depth.
	 However, it is pertin-
ent to mention why special methods of analysis have
been developed for numerical work and what implications
th.s has for the control system problem.
	 Consider the
3 ;r
problem of finding the value of a determinant.
	
A
human will visually note locutions of zeros and perform
operations on rows and columns to create more zeros.
Eventually he will break it down into minor , determinants.
The human does this to
	
era-avoid  tedious arithmetic o p
tions.	 But the computer can do the latter more easily
than it can keep track of the process ofd reduction into
minor determinants.
	 Thus a simple but repetitious pro-
cedure is often more suitable for computer work.
A specific numerical problem encountered in this t
investigation is that of obtalning the step response of
a control system.
	
The system is described by a set of
simultaneous differential equations which can be re-
duced to a transfer function.	 A human would
find	 inverse transform fromprobably	 the	 a suitable
table.	 Residue calculations require the evaluation of
real and imaginary par, , of complex functions. 	 These
are algebraic operations which the computer does not
perform easily.
	 On the other hand, a time history of
the step response can be obtained by successive extrapo-P
lation of the derivatives. 	 This involves only arithme is J
1P
{,E
ti=
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operations and is much better suited for computer
solution.
The point being made is that many of the control
system design procedures currently in , use were designed
for human solution. One must carefully consider if
these methods are also suitable for computer solution.
To successfally use the computer to assist in design,
one must capitalize on its numerical advantages and
not force it to perform in the image of the human.
1.2 Definition of Problems
Problem 1
The first problem is the adaptation of gradient
techniques to automatic design of a control system with
fixed plant parameters with the time domain performance
specifications of overshoot and rise time treated as
IL inequality constraints.
	
The objective is to achieve the	 s
latter at a minimum value of the open loop transmission
at a high frequency (in order to minimize sensor noise
effect) .
Problem 2
second area of	 nThe	 investigation	 desigcovers	 9
techniques for control systems whose plant parameters
3, 4
wary slowly over a wide range.	 Several recent	 pub-
lications have presented workable methods which are;
however, restricted to dominant second-order-response.
functions.
	 Computer evaluation of the step response
removes this restriction. 	 The design is made directly
ir
r
_
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to time response specifications The design procedure
involves a perturbation process suoervised by the
human designer and data presentation consistent with
the method. It is applicable to systems with zeros in
the closed loop response, either in a pra-filter outside
the loop or in the open loop transmission. In the
latter case, the zero may also be a variable plant
parameter.
1.3 Definition of Control System Nomenclature
The block diagram of the control system is shown
in Figure 1.1. In some cases G2 (s)or H(s) may be
'	 unity. The open loop transmission L(s), the closed
loop transmission T(s), and the noise transmission M(s)
are also defined. Reference will be made to the open
loop transmission at a high frequency (1000 rps) de-
1
4	 .
:r	 noted GFAR. This frequency is well beyond all the
l	 corner frequencies of the loop transmission.
The time response parameters of overshoot, rise
time, and settling time are shown in Figure 1.2.
	 When
T(s) is third order with a real pole approximately equalx
to the	 thenreal part of the complex pair,	 the situation
shown in Figure 1.3 arises.
	
The derivative of c(t)
becomes zero before c( t) crosses the final value line.
This type of response is defined as having a "low
overshoot."
	 A slight change in the roots of T(s) causes
the response to change from curve A to curve B.	 How-
, ever, there is a discontinuous change in the rise time '
n4
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1,	 Open Loop Transmission: 	 L(s)	 G1 (s) P (s) H(s)
2.	 Closed Loop Transmission:	 T(s) =	 C(S)R(s)
G 2 (s)	 G1 (s)P (s)	 G2 (s)	 G 1 (s) P (s)T (s	
1+G 1 s	 P s	 H s	 1+L s
3.	 Noise Transmission to Plant Input:	 M(s)- X(s)
-s^
t
H(s)
	 G1 (s)	 H(s)	 G1(s)
- 1+G 1 (s) P (s)H 	 s	 -	 1+L s
4.	 High Frequency Transmission: 	 GFAR = (L (s ){ s _ j1000 i
i
Figure 1.1
-Control System Configuration and
Transmission Definitions,
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Overshoot =	 (C (Tos s	 - L)	 *100.
Rise time t 	 = time to reach 90% of final value »!
Settling Time is 	 time required to enter a band
± 10% of final value and remain
inside
Figure 1.2
Definition of Time Domain Performance Specifications
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Definition of System Response with "Low Overshoot"
min
i
u .	 ^
0
I
I
from trA to trB e	 Low overshoot may also occur when a
high frequency sinusoid of small amplitude is added to
the normal sinusoid present in an underuamped response.
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CHPT TER 2
COMPUTER SIMULATION TECHNIQUES FOR
CONTROL SYSTEM TIME RESPONSE
2.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the procedures for finding
the overshoot, rise time, and settling time of the system
step	 response.
	
Some earlier synthesis methods have
used analytic expressions for overshoot, etc., in terms
of the system parameters.
	
This restricted the system
order to third or less.	 An important objective of
this project was to extend this order to at least the
IL
fourth.
	 In addition, many of the previous methods
used only the closed loop roots to characterize the
system.
	 it is desirable that the open loop poles,
zeros, and gain also be allowed..
A package of subroutines called RUN is used to
provide the computer simulation of the system.	 It
accepts an array of parameter values.
	
These parameters
are;	 open-loop poles, zeros, and gain.	 RUN generates
the step response and returns values for overshoot,
rise time, and settling time.	 It also provides data
from the frequency response o17 the open loop trans-
mission L(s).	 Other results such as integral squared
error can be provided, if desired.
RUN was originally designed for a hybrid computer
F
and later	 to	 digital	 Onlychanged	 an`all	 simulation.
the latter is described,
f
{
v
wt;
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l.1 The Input Paroteter S ace,.. w....,. .,,...
(	 The input parmaters to RUN are open-loop poles
s
and zeros and gain. These open- loop parameters were
u.a
chosen even though the closed-loop parameters are
fewer in number. The reason is that after the design
is effected in the closed -loop domain, the corresponding
open-loop values must be found for design implementation.
.a
Since it is necessary to examine the effect of open-
loop plant parameter variations, it is desirable to have
direct access to these variables
Choi ce of the open-loop parameter space does in-
troduce complications. A specific compensation con -
figuration must be chosen before proceeding with the
design. There are a number of combinations of types of
plant poles and zeros, types of compensation poles and
^C
zeros, and the locations of the compensation poles and
zeros in the control loop. Figure 2.1 shows a number,
of the configurations used in this study.
A pole written as 1 is defined as being in root
locus form and a pole written as y+--L—  is defined asy
being in Bode form. Most of the possible configurations
were written using the Bode form. This allows several
real poles (or zeros) to be included. Those which may
not be needed are eliminated by setting the approximate.
y to zero. This reduces the number of required con-
figurations. A routine called FRESP2 calculates GEAR
previously defined.
fi$
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The bandwidth is obtained by the subroutine FRIT
using an .interval halving technique. FRIT evaluates
L OW) at two values of w (.01 and 100.) using FRESP2 .
It checks to see that IL	 , equal to .707 is included
in this interval. It extends the interval if necessary.
When the interval is established, it is halved twenty
times and the value of w returned as the bandwidth.
2.2 Time Response Simulation
The QD017 program described later uses poles and
zeros of a transfer function and generates the time
history via partial fraction expansion and inverse;
Laplace transformation.	 It forms the closed-loop trans-
fer function from the open-loop poles, zeros, and gain.
This method has the advantage that many poles and zeros
may be used in the open-loop system.	 Those poles that
become "far-off" in `the closed loop have small residues
and therefore do not degrade the accuracy of the time
response or affect running time,
	
This is not the case
lit in a numerical solution of the differential equations.
However, the QD017 program is large and requires too
much computing time for use as the inner loop of itera-
tive calculations. 	 It was decided not to attempt a
modification.
s After deciding on the numerical solution, there
arose the question whether or not to use a simulation_
y,
language.	 Several programs 7,21 were available.	 How-
LwPr, they eith( '^ fk='had no capability for linking to
i Fortran subroutines
	
for being	 by otherand	 called
.^
t'	 programs, or there was too much overhead invested in
flexibility which was not required for this problem.
Simulation languages as such were ruled out.
More questions arose regarding the method of numer
ical solution. First, one must choose between solving
the differential equations directly or converting them
to equivalent difference equations by z-transforms.
8,9The latter	 is reputed to be quite fast. Details
of this method were not available, so the direct solu-
tion approach was taken.
The first method tried used the Hamming variable-
. step predictor-corrector numerical solution pro-
I	 ..f7,
u cedure?5,10..	 The .results for overshoot, rise time, etc.,
were compared with results from the analog computer and
the QD017 program.	 The check was quite satisfactory.
However, a single time respor-se required four seconds
m.^ of computation time to give the same time history pro-
-y duced by the analog in two seconds.	 The difficulty was
traced to the small increment used in the independent
variable.
	 This was necessary to have a small quantiza=
tion size for rise time, settle time.	 With such a
small step-size, the variable step adjustment was never
n used and a simpler numerical solution algorithm should
be chosen._
A second-order Runge-Kutta with fixed step-size
and no error checks was selected.	 The results again
checked quite satisfactorily.	 A series of modifications
lit"
15
to the programming, described later, brought the com-
puting time required for one time history down to 0.2
tit'	
seconds. This is for a FCTl configuration with five
differential equations to be solved.
2.3 Generation of System Differential Ejuations
The system differential equation is generated from
the transfer function. Standard blocks consisting of a
real pole, a real pole-zero pair, a complex pole pair,
and a complex zero pair with two real poles, were de-
fined.
The general procedure is to reverse the process by
which one obtains a transfer function from the differen-
tial equation. 	 e l kFor instance, with the real pole b oc
1
with transfer function, Rout - + , cross multiplica-
Xin	 l YS
Lion gives (1+ Y s) X4ut = Xin , which becomes
`	 YXout - Xin Xout' This procedure is used for all
cases except the complex zero and the relations are
given in Figure 2.2. When this procedure is applied to
the complex zero block, a requirement for the second
derivative of the input arises. This is not available
generally. For this case, the standard procedure for
simulation of transfer functions on an analog computer
I	 ..
was used to develop a computer diagram. The differen-
tial equations were written from this diagram. The
complete block diagram with equations and check solu-
tions for FCT6 is shown in Figure 2.4.
Note that the inclusion of a zero requires the
Sol
}
M ,.
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mt
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s+^
X	 I+)f "
... I!
X s+^	 V
s +^
y _ ^_^y	 `1 3x+ x ^'.^
5 2 + g ds -^u„
-' 
w
iI
r17
of	 state variable.	 This canderivative	 the input
generally be made available by proper ordering of
blocks.	 In writing the equations for the derivatives
	 i
in Fortran, one must be careful to order the equations
so as to use state information at the same point inr
time.
The question has been raised why the procedure for
deriving the derivative equations cannot be automated
and reduced to a matrix formulation.
	 At this level,
an algorithm could be produced to let the computer
. generate its own equations.
	 there are, however, several--
problems.	 First, as just cited, when zeros are present,
the ordering	 f aequations is important to prevent timeg	
	 _	 P	 P_
skew of state information.	 It is simple for a human
to rearrange the equations but difficult to reduce to
an algorithm.
	 Furthermore, checkout of an automatic
procedure would be difficult.
	 The time skew may make
the	 incorrect	 difficult, toanswers only slightly 	 and
separate from ordinary numerical errors. 	 No workable
schemes were found for automatically generating equa-
tions from the poles and zeros or expanding equations to
add a new pole or zero.,
2.4	 Modification 'to Deri,yati:, e` Def•inin	 Equation• g
A typical element of a control system is a first-
order lag or real pole shown below.
X t Y	 ^+ Yg
f
J
ia
y
A control system may have several of these. It is in-
convenient to define a different configuration each time
a new one is added, so one would like to define a con -
figuration with as many as normally desired. The un -
wanted poles may be eliminated by setting the proper
parameter (y in the above) to zero. However, the
differential equation for this block is y ^ Y[x-y]. It
will not do to set y equal to zero. In fact, one does
not even want y to be in the same order of magnitude as
the step—size of the numerical solution routine.
A solution was found by modifying the defining
equation for the derivative. Consider this equation
before passing to the limit.
or
Xy(f+. af)
 =	 -d 41(-j) -	 at) y (t)	 -f- ( &{) -A,+) ( z q. 2)
Now consider the equation
-----zr-
y^f +&o - y
d-6
or
_ 	
X y c eta)	 c^	 z{ y c_	 y c+^^ +^' xc+^ c2.y^+)
In this equation, the derivative is calculated from the
average of y at t and at (t+t) , instead of just y at t
Putting equation (2 5. 4) back into the form of the
" 	 derivative definition gives
	
a^	 r Yet
The derivative equations used by the numerical solution
routine are written in this form.
Mir
le
f
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11' 	 The physical interpretation of this problem is
quite simple. When l/y becomes large, this means the
difference between x and y will be small. Since 1/Y
represents the pole location, this agrees with intuition.
When this occurs in analog computer programming, the
solution is to replace the differential equation with
the algebraic equation x = y. It would be difficult to
make this substitution in the equations as the program
operates. It will be seen in the gradient program that
poles may be driven quite far out. This modification
causes the effective value of the pole to become asymp-
totic tot as the pole moves out to infinity.
The results of the time response with this modifi-
cation and without A.t were compared with results using
the QD017 program.	 There is a slight difference,
particularly in overshoot.
	 But the accuracy is well
within the normal knowledge of system parameters.
	
The
small inaccuracy	 s_	 f i	 a very small price to .pay	 or the
convenience of the modification.	 One must be careful
to note that this was used with a fixed step- size in-
` tegration routine.
2.5
	 Logic for Selection of overshoot, ,.Rise Time
The numerical proced=6 described so far takes the
input parameters of open-loop poles, zeros, and gain,
plus a definition of the block diagramconfiguration-
and returns a complete time history of the step re-
sponse.
	 The complete time history is not really needed;
^l
,4.I
n^
2 0'
only values for overshoot, rise time, and settle time
are desired. in the course of using the program,
additional values are returned to compensate for the
fact that one does not actually see the response. For
instance, a divergent system could have a reasonable
value for rise time and overshoot. Additional logic
was incorporated into the program to watch for this.
The desired results must be stated in a form
suitable for the computer. Overshoot it defined as
occuring the first time when the present value of the
output c: (t) is less than its preceding value, and c W
is greater than the final value. Rise time is defined
as occurring when c (t) becomes greater than 90% of final
h	
value. Settling time is is defined as the smallest
value of time such that 0.90c f < c (t ^ < 1,10eL.
Additional, results were returned to indicate when
a response has any undesirable characteristic. The
maximum value for the entire time history was saved.
If this maximum was greater than the value at first- 	 l
overshoot, the response was denoted as divergent and a 	 j
flag set. The situation called "low overshoot," de-
fined in Figure 1A,  required several readings to
describe it. The values denoted as C 	 and C
maxi
	
minl
defined the amount of the low overshoot wiggle.;e
C	 C
per cent low overshoot was defined as maxi - minl x 100.
maxi
The instants of occurrence of Cand C	 (t ,
maxi	 minl osl
tus,, respectively) were also saved.
tt
21
The flow chart for the subroutine RUN is given in
Figure 2.3. The three flags Jl, J2, and J3 are used to
control rise time selection, first overshoot selection,
and low overshoot selection, respectively. X is the
output variable of the system. The routine SETUP is
described later and calculates some constants. The
g
logic rejects wiggles occurring when c (t3 is less than
"	 0.1, as not s ignificant.
2.6 Results and Test Cases
As each of the new configurations was defined and
differential equations written for it, the accuracy
was checked by comparing the results against two inde-
pendent programs. The equations were checked with
MIMIC using variable step- size integratior.. The values
of overshoot, etc., for the check case values of poles,
etc., were determined by the QD017 program using inverse`:
LaPlace transformation. All of the various configura-
tions checked out'satisfactorily. Results for configura-
tions FCT6 and FCT20 are given as representative in
Figures 2.4 and 2.5.
	 Dote that FCT6 uses the Bode
representation for pol ,sas, zeros while FCT20 uses a
mixture of root locus and Bode representations.
^., 2.7	 Numerical Stability Considerations
While it is somewhat dangerous to use a low-order
numerical solution routine with no error tests, no
particular problems were noted. In the course of
running some of the test cases, certain ones were found
F
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to require a smaller step-size than others.
The most obvious source of trouble is in the
assignment of open-loop gain. In all of the block
diagrams, there is an equation of the formo X1 = P 1 X 2
where P 1
 is the open-loop gain. In the configurations
used in the parameter variation designs, P 1 can be
quite large. This emphasizes any errors in calcula-
tion of X 2 . In an analog simulation, this would show
up as an integrator with an excessively large.input
gain.
In digital simulation, one is not supposed to
have to worry about sealing because the floating point
arithmetic takes care of that. However, the fixed
step numerical procedure assumes that the errors in
all variables are evenly weighted. 	 A large gain into
•
X1
 violates that.
	 The solution uas to break the P1
into two parts, (P 2 .	 The two parts were assigned to
two different equations so that the derivatives would
be more nearly equal.
2.8
	
Timing Considerations
RUN is called to generate the time history many
times in the course of the iterative programs'.	 Thus
it is important to reduce its running time as much as
possible.	 In these programs, there are loops within
loops, within other loops.
	
The inside or tightest loops
should be located and examined.
	
r
Within the gradient program described later, we
26
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have the main cycle for determining a gradient vector,
tr
Z
a step-size, and moving to the next ;point.
	 There may	 +
a
be fifty to seventy-five such cycles in a typical run.
	 }
Next, at the gradient level, for n variable parameters
there will be n+1 calls to RUN, where n is typically
^u? four tn,^	 six	 -The step size determination will typically
i.:
have five calls to RUN.
	 Thus there are perhaps 500 to
750 calls to RUN in a typical program.
^r
RUN has two loops within it.
	 The first is the
FRIT loop which calls VRESP2 twenty times or about,
10,000 timeser program.	 Within FRESP2	 the executioP	 P	 g	 ,	 n_
time was reduced by avoiding calculation of subscripts
in arrays.	 Certain constants are calculated once in
SETUP before entering the loop.
	
Since the value of
bandwidth produced by this loop was not used in some
r
programs, this loop was removed.
The second loop is the call to the numerical
solution ; -,utine MIMIN.	 With a step-size of .02 seconds
and a stop time of 5 seconds, MIMIN is called 250 times
by RUN or 125,000 times in all. In some cases a step-
size of .002 seconds was needed along with a stop time
of 2 seconds,. requiring 1000 calls to MIMIN.	 Within
MIMIN there are four calls to an FCT routine to calcu-
late derivatives.
	 This routine may be executed between
500,000 and 2,000,000 times per program depending on
step-size, etc.	 Thus the coding which must certainly
AMA be efficient is the integration loop -of ';RUN going
Lk
x Ii
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through MIMIN to the FCT
Several techniques were employed to reduce execu-
tion time. All coefficients which did not change during
the time history were calculated in SETUP before
entering the loop. All variables and constants needed
were passed via COMMON to eliminate having to set
registers with variable locations unnecessarily. Sub=
scripted variables were used only where DO loops =were
necessary to avoid calculations of subscripts that were
fixed. A double subscripted array original-'y used in
MIMIN was changed to three single subscr,ipted arrays.
These arrays are involved in a loop executed NEQ times
where NEQ is the number of differential equations.
The portion of RUN which examines the response to
pick off overshoot, etc., must be executed with each call
to MIMIN. No special techniques were used here and no
loops are involved.
`i
3 -a
{	 'r
A
The problem of reducing running time is a very
real one. A typical run with four variable parameters
and fifty-three iterations required 130 seconds to run
on a CDC 6400 This is 2.6 seconds per iteration cycle
or roughly 0.25 seconds per call to RUN. Other programs
with five parameters and tw,ce,as many differential
equations will use 256 seconds for only twenty-five.
iterations. These programs are quite compute bound,
and do very few input-output operations.
Before att 'empting to extend the design programs
lap
 r
1msµ..
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tW	 described later to practical situations, a more effi-
cient method of generating the time response is needed.
Certainly a hybrid computer could provide this, as the
time per solution remains the same as the order of the
system increases.
2.9 QD017 Control Sys'tem Analysis 'Program
The QD017 program is a modification of a program
designed at the Martin--Marietta Company-Denver facility
for analysis of the flight control, portion of the
Titan missile system.	 The control system must fit the
block diagram of Figure 2.6.
	 The blocks A, B, C,, D, E,
F contain transfer functions which may be 'specified in 	 i
either polynomial form or root form and the latter may
be either in root locus or Bode form.
	
The program they,:
multiplies out the block transfer functions to form
desired open-, loop or closed-loop transfer functions
corresponding to the eight cases given on Figure 2.6.
Here the poles and zeros of the resulting transfer
function are presented in root locus and Bode form.	 At
this point either a frequency response or a transient
r
response, or both, may be requested.	 The transient
response calculates residues, forms the partial fraction
expansion, and calculates _a time response.	 This Tatter
procedure is better than the solution of the differ-
ential equations in two senses.
	 Poles far removed from
the principal dynamics have small residues and never,
affect the calculation.
	 These poles ;,,have short time
R29
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constants and go to zero quickly. These poles continue
to affect the numerical solution of the differential
equations as long as the output is changing.	 The modi-
fication to lessen the impact of the far-away pole was
described earlier. }`
!.
This program, as described, requires about 10
seconds to compute a check case for one of the FCT
i
cases. However, by reducing the allowable block diagram
it
to a two-degree-of-freedom one, by using pre -specified
cases, by calculating the frequency response at only
one value of w and removing ll input-output,thisg
program could provide an alternate method of supplying
the values needed by RUN.
As will be discussd elsewhere, a problem was en-
countered with system$ having a small first overshoot
but were unstable.	 This program provides the closed
loop roots.	 When such a situation is detected, the
gradient program could minimize the real parts of all
roots in the right-half plane to obtain a s-%,-.able system
and then proceed to minimize the overshoot until a
satisfactory response was obtained.
y However, the real power of this program lies in the
fact that it can handle -systems of arbitrary size (out
to 100th order polynomials) automatically and withgood
A
accuracy.	 In the design of a control system for a
k plant with large parameter variations, one establishes
w
poles and zeros to give a desired transient response.
.g
y
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Then alternating poles and zeros are placed in the
higher frequency region, in order to reduce IL(jw)l as
fast as possible. While these poles and zeros do not
affect the response greatly, they cannot be ignored.
One must select a pole which approxkmates the many
far-off poles. One reason they are placed far out is
that design procedures to handle them closer in do not
exist.
This program was modified so that it would first
provide microfilm plots since theses: are of better
quality than the printer plots.
	
It was then modified to
work on the CDC 282 display consolcl system.
After the program is loaded, ;;Lt reads some control
{
L cards to see what it is supposed to do. 	 It may take_.
the data describing the system and, root values from the
keyboard.	 It will then display frequency or transient
responses as directed by keyboard :1.esponses. 	 The
L
"^ frequency responses may be either chain-phase plots or
Bode plots.
	 Thus the designer can add the far-off poles
and zeros and see immediately what, the results wll.be,
,k
without worrying about correcting asymptotic -plots.
The transient response plot can be displayed in order to
bed certain that the performance has not been degraded. 	 u
fi
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CHAPTER 3
CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND OF AUTOMATIC DESIGN PROGRAM
3.0 introduction
This chapter describes a method for automatic design
of a feedback control system to achieve specified step
response. The procedure used is a steepest-descent
gradient search in the parameter space to minimize the
open-loop high frequency transmission while maintaining
an acceptable time domain response. No approximations
are necessary to relate time performance to stability
margins, etc. Since this procedure differs from pre-
viously published methods, a brief historical review is
in order to place the method in proper perspective.
3.1 Review of Known Work
The basic procedures for minimization of functions
has been available for some time. The calculus of varia-
F
tions treated these problems as far back as 1696 with
the brachistochrone problem. Procedures for minimizing
functions of a single variable have been studied and
sophisticated analytical and numerical methods de' ­
12,13
Veloped	 procedures for minimizing 4or maximizing)•
functions of several variables represent the next level of
complexity. These are described crudely for the two-
?	 dimensional case as hijl-climbing problems where the hill
may have a variety of sharp ridges, false summits,
saddles, etc. Numerical procedures are available for
problems in which the function can be evaluated but its
is
I:
•
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derivatives are not conveniently available analytically.
M
There was a period in the development of control
system design when it was fashionable to simulate the
system on an analog computer and manually "twiddle"
potentiometer settings until a satisfactory response
was attained. Once a satisfactory response was attained,
the designer had no idea how it compared to other possible
acceptable designs. This human designer was manually
performing a multi--parameter optimization. The use of a
all	 large digital computer program can automate the logic
decisions of the human designer, making them more re-
_ 	 ^	 	 p
cise and repeatable.
The use of computers in automated design is re.la-
tively new. Network synthesis and process control
have been perhaps the most active areas. in both of
these the computer has been used for actual design and
for model development and output prediction. The latter
is not actual design, but the techniques employed are
quite similar.
Temes and Callahan 21 surveyed the results in net-
f
work synthesis.
	 The design procedure usually involves
fitting a model response to a single desired response in
the frequency or time domain.	 Some procedures operate
directly with the network equations while others define
a set of adjoint equations to refine the iterative
AFI
procedure, as in Rohrer17.
The procedure of fitting a model response curve to a
34
desired curve usually involves mirti nizing the sum of
squared errors at several data points.	 The 'vari;abl.e
parameter values are manipulated to achieve this minimum
error. !	 }
In the process° control area, model, development has
been used effectively.	 Model parameters are varied
until the model response fits experimental results.	 With
f
a good model, results of experiments may be predicted
before the experiment is tried.
	 Process control also
utilizes supervisory computers to determine_ optimum set l
points for a reaction. 	 Perturbation and gradient
methods are employed to find the best combination. 	 These
optimizations are performed periodically on-line to
account for outside influences.
Another example from the aerospace control di,sci^-
pline is a program 
	
to select gain and filter pole
locations in the autopilot of a large flex yble launch
vehicle.
	 The vehicle is open-loop unstable and the
frequencies of structural bending modes are quite close
to the desired crossover frequency.
	
These autopilots
often involve five feedback loops with different trans
j ry
	
	 fer functions due to sensor differences The large num-
ber of available compensation var.abl ms makes human
optimiza1''tion quite difficult.
References describing results in the • area men-
tioned have noted the difficulties of optimizatio^,' in 	 4
multi-dimensional spaces The functions to be minimized
rry
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often have false minima, saddle points, sharp ridges or
valleys, slowly turning steep-sided yet gently descend-
ing valleys, etc. Quite elaborate methods have been
devised to cape with some of these specific problems 21
 
.
3.2 Control System Design Problem.
In the normal control system design problems, the
desired result is not usually specified as a. single
acceptable response plot. The step response specifica-
tions are more likely to be (say) (Figure 121`s
1) overshoot 5 15+
2) 0.5 c rise time < 1 sec.
3) settling time -c 2 seconds.
There aremany designs which satisfy the above require-
ments. A good criterion for choosing among these is how
well the system attenuates high frequency sensor noise.	 r
This criterion makes sense only for a single degree-of-
freedom structure.
3.3 Outline of Automatic Control System Design Procedure
h
It is desirable that the program start with fairly
arbitrary initial parameter choices, which may not
satisfy the performance requirements and may evenbe un-
stable.. The first phase of operation is to manipulate
parameters to aw least satisfy the time response con-
straints. The program may be able to operate on only
one unacceptable response value at --a time. That response
would be made acceptable before worsting with another one.
Thus there is a choice between assigning a`hierarchy of
.3
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nr
responses (e.g., overshoot is more important than risv
time), or a form of each taking turns. This is important
jince different boundaries may have opposite effects on
parameter variations. That is, increasing gain improves
rise time but degrades overshoot.
When the program has succeeded in finding a param-
eter combination which satisfies the time performance,
it turns to minimizing the cost functional. This func-
tional could be one or a combination of several things.
Open-loop bandwidth, or somewhat equivalently the value
of L (s) at a high frequency, As a typical choice,
The program then enters the third phase; namely,
the location of the constrained minimum. The method of
steepest descent may be compared to seeking the top of
a hill in a pea soup tog. One sticks a foot out in
several directions, decides which goes uphill, and pro-
ceeds that way for several steps; tests again, etc.
Also, there are fences on the hillside at unknown loca-
tions, so it does no good to keep track of one's posi-
tion.	 The fences can be located only by bumping into
them:.-	 One then turns:.sdeways, sees which way is up,
and moves along the fence.
	
But the fence can be followed
,,!nly by constantly hitting it, as a . blind man taps his
cane along the curb.
	 Since there are several performance
specifications, there will b6 several fences;. i.e., one
may encounter ,a second fence while following the-,first.
One is also .allowed only a; limited number of lengths 'of'
r37
steps. Thus, one may try to step over a fence and have
to go back and try a smaller step length. It is also
conceivable that the contour of the fence and hill
could be such that one must leave a boundary and resume
normal hill climbing when the boundary no longer inter-
feces with progress toward the optimum solution.
There is another class of boundaries which also
must be considered. The performance boundaries are out-
put restrictions and cart "ae located only by- testing.
However, the parameter space itself may also have
direct limits imposed. For instance, for a satisfactory
velocity constant, Kv , there 1s a minimum value of gain.
For realistic components in the compensation networks,
the pole in a lag compensation network may have a mini-
mum value. Or the separation of pole and zero in a
t
lead network may have a maximum value. These constraints
are inequality or nonlinear constraints, yet they are
easier to handle since they are defined directly on the
input or parameter space.
The final question is when to stop the search.	 As
one approaches the top of the hill, the slope approaches
zero.	 Mathematically, this is stated that the norm of
the gradient becomes small and this may be tested for a
stop condition.
	 However,, if the actual minimum is out-
side the constraints it will spend its time moving
along the boundaries until told to stop.
	
In this case, a
local constrained minimum exists when one is hitting the
a	 `
si
r
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	 s .
boundary headon. Going to either side does not improve
	 i
the cost ,function. As will be seen later, the dot p roduct
of the cost function gradient and the normal to the bound-
ary (its gradient) is used to follow the boundary.	 When
this dot product approaches +l, the program has found a
local constrained minimuir^.
	 The possibility of encounter- 	 a
ng a second constraint before reaching this condition
. does exist.
When a minimum is located, the question is always
asked, "Is this the minimum for the entire space or just
a local minimum"?
	 This is usually resolved by selecting
several different starting paints: and checking that the
end result is the same.
	
This may be done by the computer
with a random number selection or by the human designer.
One must not be too critical of the results at this
point.	 There may be many designs which are equivalent.
For instance, when using lag compensation, one cowld Move
the pole--zero dipole to a lower frequency without ' appre-
viably affecting either the frequency response at high
frequencie s or the transient response.,	 The important
parameters must be identified by rerferring to classical
design techniques.
3.4	 Step-Size Selection
The approach just described has two parts: The first
Y is to decide which way -to proceed ^°5^d the second is how	
_
far to go.	 The first phase is 	 ished by evaluating
the gradient of the cri ter
	
unct ioll .	 This gives the
local direction of steepest slope. 	 This procedure is
1i
A,
a
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relatively straightforward.
The second phase of step-size selection is not as
simple, and is the most critical phase of a gradient
search. A poor procedure will not just cause poor search-
ing; it may lead to failure.
one can play safe with very small steps leading to
only slight changes in gradient direction with consequent
,inefficient use of computer time. But if too large a step
is taken, the gradient direction changes considerably,
which can lead to much wandering around. Clearly, there
is an optimum between these two extremes. Figure 3.1 shows
examples of the above.
If the functional . surface ' is a hemisphere, one
gradient calculation would suffice. Each gradient vector
passes through the minimum of the function. one need only
determine the proper step-size. However, most practical
problems do not have spherical functional surfaces. It is
;. noted that the optimum step-size varies along the path-.
Surfaces in five and higher dimensions become dif-
ficult to visualize. The computer program cannot visualize
anything; its selection must be based on numerical evalu-
ations. Even with a perfect algorithm, the computer pro-
gram can never find exactly the correct step size to the	 I/
a top of the ridge as indicated in the optimum curve of
.4 s
Figure 3.1. Quantization of numbers will prevent this-.
So as
	 become
	
there Increases the -tendencyridges
	 steeper,	 -
for ridge hopping with little progress toward the maximum.
_.
All
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in the control system design procedure outlined here,
there are at least four function surfaces: overshoot, rise
time, settle time, and high frequency response. It is un-
likely that any functional transformation suitable for one
(such as changing ellipses into circles) will help another.
1 3.5	 Alternative Procedures
The calculation of all the gradients, selection of
step-sizes, location and following of boundariesretc. can
R be very time consuming. Two alternate procedures exist.
The first moves through the parameter space in a random
	 }
walk, remembering the location of the best value of the.
cost function which did not violate any boundaries. The
program tries a fixed number of points and stops. This
requires evaluation of the function at a very large number
of points. However, so does the gradient method and the
latter has a large amount of additional supporting
calculations. Since.this procedure is very straightforward,
it has definite rrnrit in situations where the system is
loin
tnonlinear, 1particularly if discontinuous. It is very
difficult for the gradient procedure to cope wi n, ,,a dis-
continuous boundary or cost function such as with pulse-
width modulated control.
' The second approach makes use of the sophisticated
mathematical methods for location of an extremum in an
unconstrained space where the surfaces do not have evenly
spaced, circular
,	 contours .
(29) 	 In this case, the per-
formance- boundaries are not ion {,idered as separate
}
1'^xi
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entities or constraints, but are brought into the problem
as weighted terms added to the cost functional. The
weighting is such that inside the boundary there is very
little added to the cost. But outside the boundary th(i,
cost increases very rapidly. This is still a continuo'IVI.s
function rather than inequality constraints. The bounda-
ries, are further weighted in proportion to the number of
iterations performed. The program proceeds as follows.
The boundaries receive little weighting, such that
the cost function is relatively unconstrained. The program
locates a local minimum in this space and remembers its
location. The weighting on the performance boundaries is
increased. Starting from the preceding local minimum, a
_w new local minimum is located. This procedure continues,
r: increasing the effect of the boundaries each time.
This has the effect of slowly turni ng a	 the edges^`	 	 p	
of the surface of the cast function to deny those loca-
tions which violate the performance requirements. Thus,`
each successive minima is closer to the constrained mini-
mum. If the surfaces are reasonably well-behaved, the
procedure of locating a minimum in the almost unconstrained
J
space andworking graduall7 into a constrained space can
eliminate problems of being diverted to poor local minima
by action of the boundaries in the method first described,
If the actual constrained minimum is significantly far
away from the first minimum located, even this method will
have much work- to do to move from one to the other,.
ILL
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Since this method relies on the gradual introduction
of the boundaries and on not moving far in any given step,
it can improve the situation where one is searching down
a wedge between two boundaries. This procedure increases
the sharpness of the wedge gradually and the program
should be near its final optimum before the sharpness
would cause any difficulty. otherwise, even the sophis-
ticated ridge (or valley) following procedures will become
confused as the sharpness of the boundary transition
increases.
Within the gradient or hill climbing procedure it-
self, two alternatives exist. First, one can calculate a
complete gradient involving partial derivatives with
respect to all the parameters. Then a step is taken in
,SIN, this direction. This method is known as the steepest des-
cent method. It involves n+l,asses through the systemP	 g	 Y
simulation routine for each gradient and a few more to
select the step size, which can consume quite a bit of
computer time.
In the other approach, one works with only one para-
meter at a time, taking each in turn. The movEment is
^ parallel to an ax's until	 minimum is detected  alon	 i	 a g that
line. Then a turn is made and the same movement is made
parallel to the second axis. And so on. This method is
known as the rotation method. It requires many fewer
passes through the simulation subroutine. These two
procedures are shown pictorially in Figure 3.2.
mia
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However, the latter procedure is quite sensitive to
ridges in the surface. From Figure 3.2a, it is seen that
the search proceeds directly to the desired solution.
s,
However, Figure 3.2b shows the same ridge, only not paral-
^r
lel to a parameter axis. Once the ridge is attained, the ?
search hangs up4
	
p	 g	 p	 g one axisThe ro ram takes a ste  alon '
and it goes downhill. .It taken .a step along the next axis
and it goes downhill. 5o it concludes it has reached the
} summit and stops. This does not imply that the steepest
E
descent method is much better. It can waste a lot of time
zig-zagging across the top of the ridge without ever
getting actually on tap. But at least it keeps going.
These example; are presented to emphasize the impor-
tance of proper selection o
	 parameter definitions. The
references state that this situation calls for a linear
transformation to rotate the ridge, flatten it out, and
m-.ke
 the contours more nearly circular. But most of, the
references conveniently avoid describing how to determine
the proper transformation. it is easier to avoid the ridge
problems in the	 .
	 problem definition phase than to cure
later.them
A look at classical control system: des ign procedures
warns of several possible problems. In lag compensation,
the ratio of pole to zero is.the , important parameter. The
absolute location `o!: the dipole is not `important so long
as it is sufficiently hel©w the crossover frequency. One
would ex ect the program toQ	 	 	 proceed quickly along the
::
r
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i
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ratio parameter into a valley which would slope rather
gently along the absolute location parameter. if on the
other hand actual pole-zero values are the parameters,
it places the valley diagonally across the plane. This
means the program may become involved with zig-zagging
back and forth across the valley unless it is fortunate
enough to actually hit the bottom. This same choice
occurs between standard 6, w  or a, $ specification for
complex poles and zeros.
3.6 Parameter Space Selection
So far, the discussion has left open one very im--
portant question which must be answered before actual work
on a program can begin. The question is as much philo-
sophical as technical. We have spoken of manipulating a.
vector of parameters to bring the time response within,
specification and then to minimize some other function of
these parameters. But just what is the relationship bet
ween the parameter space and the response spaces? In the
control system problem, it is preferable to work with
open loop poles., zeros, etc., or closed loop poles and
zeros?
The problem is more easily solved by means of closed
loop parameters. The required order of system to fit 8
given set of specifications is not large. The ranges of
parameters will not be large. However, once, a satisfactory
closed loop response is obtained, the parameter space must
a	 be transferred to the open loop space to actually specyify
r.
I.
t.
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the compensation poles and zeros. Since the plant un-
doubtedly has fixed poles and zeros, the designer must
have these appear in the open-loop transfer function or
he must cancel them and replace them with poles and
zeros elsewhere. The latter represents additional com-
plexity of the compensation network and always raises
the question of what happens if the cancellation is
not complete. Truxap4 has described a procedure for
synthesis of the open compensation as a R-C network
including the plant poles.
If the optimization procedure is not sensitive to
the choice one might as well work directly in the open
loop space. The plant poles and zeros are included
exactly and held fixed. Constraints on open-.loop
parameters such as minimum gain are easier to apply.
On the other hand, the ranges of parameters will be
greater. However, all poles and zeros are included in
the simulation and one need not place artificial re-
strictions on parameters to make them 1'far-of4." The
exact_syrtem response is obtained, not that of some
rtarlllf' aA "r3nmi "an}.11 axsc#-cm
I
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CHAPTER 4
DESCRIPTION OF AUT014A.TED
DESIGN PROGRAM ALGORITHMS
i
4.0 Introduction
This chapter describes the algorithms and some
features of the coding of the automatic design program.
This program can be. broken into five major sections:
control gradient, step-size selection, constraint or
boundary follower, and finally, the control. system response
simulation section. The last is performed by the sub-
routine RUN described in Chapter 2. The remaining sec-
tions are described in this chapter. The flow chart of
the overall program is shown in Figure 4.1. Detailed
flow charts are given for each section.
The iterative design philosophy can be summarized
as foi,lows:
Step 1. Start at P (o)	 Po, Gc'AR (Po)	 F 
:Step 2. Evaluate the gradient OF at Po
I
s1
0
Step 3 Compute a discrete parameter change to be
made in the gradient direction as
AP ; = KVFo
l	 Step 4. Calcula:te,the new parameter values by the
equation P+1 P . +AP
This basic cycle is repeated until a satisfactory
res-ilt, is obtained, It is modified to include the effects
of the inequality,
 constraints of performance specifications.
}»
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4 1 Main Pro ram
The main program first reads input data, sets initial
values for parameters, counters, etc., and sets up initial
calls to the microfilm plotting package. There is a return
to the main program once each iteration cycle, so that
output may be generated and various stop criteria evalu-
ated.
4.2 Gradient Calculations and Routines
The gradient of F (P) is defined as
aF	 aF aF^
The partial derivatives are found by a discrete pertur-
bation process, using the definition of the derivative
before passing to the limit.
P.
The gradient is evaluated^at Po, the central point of the
perturbation. Each parameter is perturbed in tern by 
APi
and the resulting OFi noted, as given by a call to RUN.
Normally APi is 10% of P i ; However, because of quantization
imposed on returned values of AFi a minimum value•for DP
i of .05 is used. This quantization is particularly evident
in the results for rise time and settling time.
,a
The gradient calculation section is composed of one'
control routine GRAD, three different gradient routines
GRADE, GRADC, and GRADB, and two accessory routines. The
flow
	 chart is shown in Figure 4.2_. The control routine
rj
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GRAD
MOVE PARAMETER
SAVE ARRAY
TO OPERATING
PARAMETER ARRAY
CAL( RUN FOR
TIME FESPONSE
AND GFAR AT
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ARE ?.
` ALL TIME jNO	 RESPONSE VALUES
	 Y ES
`
WITHIN
SPECS ? /^
CALL GRADC CALL GRADF
GRADC GRADF
IS SET PARAMETER INDEX TO I
YES RESPONSE NO
IVERGENT 9
SET DETERMINE
TERMINATION WHICH RESPONSE Is
FLAG SURFACE THIS	
S	
NO
REQUIRES VARIABLE?
r.	 _ GRADIENT
RETUR
TO MAIN YESPROGRAM SAME AS
IN GRADF CALCULATE &P^
CALL RUN QP: ^AP
FOR RESPONSES^- LS
` YES PI	 OUTSIDEt,
CALCULATE P SPACE ?
GRADIENT
COMPONENTS NO
INCREMENT
E. PARAMETER
INDEX
TERS .KBEEN
	
NO
 ?
RETURN RETURN
Arm
'G
CALCULATE SQUARED NORM ANO
NORMALIZE ALL-GRADIENTS TO
CNIT MAGNITUDE E
RETURN
Fla Figure 4,2
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starts the gradient procedure by evaluating the function
at the central point. The program operates such that it
minimizes time response functions, until all satisfy the
design specifications. It then minimizes the high fre-
quency transmission, GEAR. The control routine must
examine the time response at the central point to deter-
mine if overshoot, etc. are satisfactory. A flag is re"
turned by RUN indicating which, if any, response specfi-
cation is exceeded. RUN also warns if a divergent response
or a response with "low overshoot" occurred. A microfilm
plot of the response can be made and the design terminated
if desired.
If the time response is unsatis actory, the control
routine will call GRADC to calculate a gradient, using the
unsatisfactory response as the function. This is a gradi-
ent of the response surface, not a normal to a response
	
e	
surface of a particular value, and it will direct the pro-
gram to ;minimize the response to zero. If the time re-
sponse is satisfactory, the control routine will call
	
r	 GRADF to obtain a gradient using GFAR as the function.
	
f k	 Since both the time response and GFAR are provided by
RUN, gradient vectors are calculated for overshoot, rise
time, and GEAR by both GRADC and GRADF. only the
appropriate gradient vector is placed in the array, which
is used later for minimization. -This allows the designer
to observe the printout of all the gradient vectors as the
program processes through the, iteration cycles,
53
Several special tests are made in the course of the
calculations. The components of the gradient are calcu-
lated in a loop, over all parameter indices. The program
examines an array of flags associated with the parameter
array and omits all parameters which are absent or fixed in
value.
	
i.
^ v
The limits on the parameter space must be imposed
each time a step is taken along the gradient direction.
actual	 areThe	 limits	 imposed by NEW described later.
However, a subtle problem intimately related to parameter
space scaling must be handled.at
 this point. I£ any para-
meter is within 2% of either of its limits and its gradi-
ent component is such to send it beyond the limit, then
p
that component is set to zero. However, as soon as the
sign of the gradient reverse4 the component is used again
in the normal manner, The reason for invoking the above
when the parameter approaches a Limit rather than when it
crosses it, is as follows. Situations;occur when two
{
function surfaces are used alternately, usually overshoot
and rise time in the initial phase. An increase in gain
improves rise time and degrades overshoot, so these compo-
nents have opposite signs. When the two surfaces alternate
the parameter is forced to its limit by one and pulled off
by the other. If this parameter dominates the gradient,
an oscillation occurs. The threshold on the parameter space
limit tends to trap a parameter near the boundary and pre-
vent this situation. This problem is intimately connected
x
1^
1
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k
I
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with scaling and interaction of surfaces, discussed later.
The second accessory program calculates the squared
norm of the gradient and normalizes it. The squared norm
is	
F
n	 (N, 2, 3J
4.3 Step-Size Selection
Since a single gradient calculation requires n+l
calls to the system response simulation routine for n
variable parameters, economy in the number of gradients
calculated is important. Figure 3.1 has illustrated the
problems involved. Step-size selection is selected in this
program by the optimum gradient method described by Bekey
and McGhee.15
M
The multi-parameter optimization problem requires a
LL suitable change be found for each parameter. The gradient
itself gives the relative values of the increments. The
choice of the scalar distance along the gradient will be
discussed in the context of the problem. It can be said at
this point that step-size selection is probably the most
important critical factor in this program.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the problem of locating the
root of an algebraic function. For a two-dimensional mini-
mization, imagine that the function surface is sliced
vertically along the gradient vector. Figure 4.3 represents
a side view, with the minimum at the point where the
F
gradient vector crosses a valley and starts up the far
t
r_
r
ti
S6
side. Thun the Newton- Raphson method is appropriate., The
search begins at xo seeking the root of the function
F(X) at x.. Consider a geometric approach first. The line
which is tangent to the curve at xo intersects the xi-axis
at x l , giving a new approximation for the root. The slope
at xo is
F( xoQ	 FcK.)x
►
solving for xl,
	
X =^;"'y	 x4 + &X
	 (y, a. 2)I
	 P ^ K.?	 !
It is convenient towrite Ax as a function of the slope,
i.e.  Axe= -KF' (
x
 ) , so that
r.
fi
_.
yy
f f%1@
K	 F'Co
	 (y. 3, 3)
This must be extended to .include the n-dimensional slope
or gradient vector for r, (x ) , which is done more easily
0
analytically. In the n-space, assume that F (p) has a con-
vergent Taylor series at Po such that
Ft P, o0) -	 (-p.)	 .^ 8 P	 R (&P") (,Y-i.4)
A step proportional to the slope is desired, or
P	 ` K 7 F( p)	 H.3. s)
{
Substituting (4.3.5) into (4.3.4) gives
F( + a ^	 Fc^e^ ' -A V F c p.) 7 F(P)7 -0 -(y.14)	 a
+f	
,
PE,Ila®
Ha
r
1{ ^y
so that
Po
t
K	 ..	 ..PF ^.^r 7F( p.)	 ^ C7 F^^.^^ x
However, the above is based on the function being zero at
TV the root xe , which is not likely in a minimization prob-
lem Note that as the minimum is approached, the gradient
becomes small, tending to zero. If the function '- does
^f	 not also approach zero, the step size will grow without
i
bound. Hence, the restriction is made that K is used as
i
an initial value for the step size and procedures are
included for testing its validity.
The logic  of the op timum	 g	 ^ given	 gradient al orithm is
in the flow chart of Figure 4.4. The original algoxithm
of Bekey and McGhee has been modified to allow for the
time response Constraints when minimizing: GFAR. The
initial step size given by (4,3.7) is used when working
with time response gradients to achieve a satisfactory
response , . The estimate is compared to several maximum
d
allowable step sizes imposed to reduce undesired inter-
actions between two constraint. surfaces. Since no minimum
is desired 'there, the complete logic is not needed and the
subroutine MIN is used only for minimizing GFAR.
Once a step size has been determined, a subroutine
NEW calculates a new parameter vector from the equation
w	 p.i+1 P:	 step+(VF) (x	 ). Hard limits on the parameter space	 F 1=	 ^	
._>
p	 y	 g, 1 qare imposed here b setting , ^ . equal to its limit if the
f,
wc-^
MIN
}	 F j F ( PSAVE )
CALCULATE NEWTON-RAPHSON
INITIAL STEP SIZE
AP=LVF^IFIP^^yE^^I^/FI^
CALL RUN FOR
F2*F(ps+Aj)
^JCA
}	 rE)iPONSE SPEC	 YES	 f
^.,LYCEEDEO ?
CALL,, FENCE
NO	 HALVES INTERVAL.
FIVE TIMES TO
LOCATE THE__....._...,_,	 F2. p	 „CONSTRAINT SURFACE
Ap O
^k!	 CALF RUN FOR CALL CONTgyR
Fr = F I P 3 + I5? I	 FOR STEP ALONG
INCREMENT	 CONSTRAINED
A	 CRAOIEkT
COUNTER
CONCAVE	 FZ^F1	 CONVEX
NO	 ly	 FIT PARABOLA	 TAKE	
J
COUNTER
>S ?	 TO POINTS	 FULLF, F l , FZ
YES 4T'CP
CALCULATE ©P MIN
TO MINIMUM OF PARABOLA
Op i F2-5F+4FI `QP4 \F2-3F +2FI
I
^	 c
PSAVE = P SAVE + A P I
l
RETURN
Figure 4,4
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calculation places it beyond that value. These limits
allow design restrictions to be inser ted, such as a
minimum gain to satisfy a velocity error specification.
They ,'I so prevent large steps from producing unreasonable
values, such as negative gain. These would lead, to un-
reasonable responses, tending to contuse the program.
The program tests for the following special situa-
tion. If the gain is too small., the overshoot will be
zero and the rise time is equal to the stop time in RUN,
for all perturbations. All components of the gradient and
the squared norm would then be zero. A test for zero is
made on the norm before division, to prevent premature
termination of a ser ies of runs if the previous situation
exists, i.e., rase time equal., stop time, the program
arbitrarily increases the gain and recycles. This usually
brings the parameter values into a portion of the par-
ameter space where the gradient procedure will work properly.
4.4 Boundary. FollowLU_Procedure
The flow chart of Figure 4.4 shows that when the
initial step goes beyond a response constraint surface,
z
^s
the subroutine FENCE is called to locate the constraint.
Interval halvj.ng is performed five times on the initial
:a step.	 ext, subroutine CONTOUR is called to move al ong4
the constraint surface. The method, whose logic is
shown in Figure 4.5 has been adapted from Eveleigh,l"'
which was intended fur equality constraints rather than
rf	 6o
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the inequality constraints existing here.
The point P given by the last step size attempt is
defined as Po
 and is assumed to be close to the actual
constraint	 The constraint surface is representedsurface.
by B (F} =0.	 (For instance, OS-20 = 0 for overshoot of
2D%).	 The normal to this surface is the gradient of B at
	 ?
3
Pa ; VB P	 VF ( pro ) is also calculated. Figure 4.6 shows
TJ a possible orientation of these vectors. It is desired to
move along the surface B in the direction of VF. This is
represented by the constrained gradient VF c . The gradient
VF can be resolved into two components VF 	 and VF
	
whereP c	 n
the latter is normal to B. VF 	 is found by taking the in-
ner product of VF and VB denoted dp. Then
For this to be true, VF and VB must have unit magnitude.
t Then
V FC	 V F -	 Fyn
A step of fixed size i;i taken along VF c . The Newton-
Raphson initial estimate is tried, and if found too large,
G
is replaced by fixed small value. This stela along VF 
£F
normally places the next P—	outside a constraint surface.
It is possible to calculate additional terms, depending on
surface curvature, to pr(^ w ant this. However, the constraint
is not an equality, therefore the Grogram must check after
each step along VP6 if a path leaving the surface is ap-
propriate. The normal sequence oftesting the response at ^rf
Po and selecting either GRADE or. GRADC accomplishes this.
r "^
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4.5 Termination Criterion
There must be a criterion by which the program can
judge when a satisfactory design has been achieved and so
to stop. The normal termination criterion for a gradient
search is that the norm of the gradient has become suf-
ficiently small. Since it is known that this program can-
not reach the unconstrained minimum at which the gradient
norm goes to zero, some other, criterion must be estab
t	 lished. However, the norm of the constrained gradient may
h	 be tested. VF c
 tending to zero is equivalent to the dot-
product of DB and VF tending to unity. This is the first
test used. It is not adequate, as the search may encounter
a second constraint with the dot product less than the
stop value selected. The program will now attempt to
search along the valley formed by the intersecting 'con-
straint surfaces, to further minimize the high frequency
transmission. The program does not utilize information
from both surfaces for the search and thus cannot define a
stop criterion involving both surfaces. This is an area
for further investigation.
1	 4.6 Data Presentation
Two types of data presentation are used. First,
printed output of results of gradient perturbation and
s:
	
step-size calculations is provided. it is inconvenient to
scam many print&4 pa-ges looking for trends which exist in
oscillating parameters. For this purpose, microfilm plots
of parameter values and time response :- values as a function
iI
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of the iteration cycle number are provided.
Second, when a program encounters a situation in
which the response is detected as being divergent or
having low overshoot, the human designer would like to
see a plot of the time history of the response showing
how poor the response is. This is also provided on micro-
film.
4.7 Program Problem Areas
r
	
	 Two primary problems still exist with the operation
of the program as it now exists. They are different al-
though quite related in their cause and probable solution.
The first problem involves the search to bring an unac-
' ce table time response within specifications. Ste 	 sizep ta 	
	 p	 p-^ ,
r
selection is very critical as the program can jump back
and forth between two boundaries, sometimes oscillating 	 "{
from one side to the other of an acceptable portion of the
^x parameter space but never entering it. Two possible solo.-
tions are proposed. When the search is close enough to a
satisfactory time response that it alternates in violating
first overshoot and then rise time, a gradient combining
these results could be formed. This will raise a question
of weighting since one second of rise.time is not equi-
valent to one percent of overshoot. Alternately, a se-
u in the	 bequence of past points	 parameter space can	 saved.
If parameters are oscillating due to the alternative
boundaries, the past values can be used to find a mean
value of the 'parameter and use this to modify the gradient.
6 5
YAK
i
The second problem occurs when the program has
ail
successfully reached one constraint surface and moved
along it encountering a second. At this timer the program
simply pulls back from the boundaries slightly and re-
minimizes GFA:R. This sometimes provides further improve- 	 I
meet. Certainly it cannot be called a logical procedure. 	 #
A constrained gradient combining information about normals.
to both constraint surfaces and the gradient of GFAR is
3
f needed.
a 4.8
	 Parameter Space Transfornnation or scaling
r Several times in the preceding discussion, it has
been noted that parameter space scaling was found neces-
sary. References dealing with gradient methods note the
problems of poorly shaped contours and suggest a linear
transformation as a cure. Thus it was not surprising when
{
the following example appeared and forced the introduction
of scaling.
There are two parameters involved. The first is 20,
'i
the second is 0.1. The program makes a 10% perturbation
and the overshoot changes from 25t to 20% for the first
first,and front _25% to 30% for the second. For the
	
the
gradient component will be AF/AP = -5/2-= -2.5. For the
second, the gradient component will be AF/AP = 5,/.01
t
500. Thus the gradient vector is aligned parallel to the
second parameter axis. A typical step-size of .1 is used.
will	 and	 will	 .2.Then Pl	become 20.1	 P2	be	 Thus the
program is searching along the line P1 = 20. The program
r66
will go to a point along that line where overshoot is
minimized and oscillate. But the gradient indicated that
a significant improvement could be made by changing P1,
but not in steps of 1.
This situation is .illustrated in Figure 4.7(a). We
see that a long narrow ridge could exist. The change from
P1
 to P2 has jumped across the ridge. The next step will
bring P 3 to a point very near P 1 . There exist sophisti-
cated procedures for putting a point on the ridge and
turning the direction of iteration toward the maximum.
However, the gradient program actually does not work
with ridges as shown. The zig-zagging occurs because it is
working on two different constraint surfaces namely over-
shoot and rise time, which slope opposite to each otherin
several axes. The ridge-following procedures do not -accept
a situation involving two interchanging surfades. Thus the
alternative of parameter space scaling or transformation
must be used.
_a
	 Now consider the change of variables, Pl = .05F1 and
PZ 
= 1O p 2. Then g, = P/'2/20	 50 and 92 = 5/.01f .1 = 50,
Thus the gradient components are equal, which _?s proper,
since the perturbations had equal results. Next the step-
size of .1 is again used. Then OP l = 2 and AP  = 01. This
means that each parameter takes a reasonable step compared
to its absolute value.
The meaning of this transformation is shown in
Figure 4.7(b). The contours have been made more circular
IRAN
r	 --
,,'
#1
i
1;
_.1	 _,t
and more evenly spaced. Now `-Ae step from P 1 to P2 along
the gradient is aimed toward the proper maximum rather
than just the ridge.
one might say that;. this procedure is not
	 ;necessar9	 Y
r	 the program should know how to take the step to the ridge
top and not go beyond. Further, is it a legitimate
operation to alter the contours in the function. space?
Indeed, the program will follow a different path in
reaching the maximum and probably take many less steps in
doing so. We seek only the constrained maximump not a
particular route to it.
The scaling is included in the program just as it was
demonstrated here. Vach gradient component is multiplied
by the scale factor before the gradient is normalized.
Then, each gradient component is multiplied by the scale
factor as each component is updated to the new point of
the parameter space.
The modification to equations 4.2.2, 4.2.3, and`
X3.3.7 given earlier are as follows;
	
F	 L^ F
P+'	 pP,	 ie
Ps
or 9^	 P:1
A P.	 )f o:% c€3	 8.3)
V 9
@s
a<r
transformed
f	 h	 h
ts 	 f^l
Selection of the scale factors is the next problem.
Unity can be used until a problem is discovered. The scale
factors used in this example simply normalized the results.
This can be included in the program, so that the space is
normalized automatically which represents a continuously
changing scale factor.
In the course of some examples, some initial gains
were poorly estimated by an order of magnitude. Thus the
scaling, while better than unity, still held back that
variable. The variable scale factor would normalize each
parameter to unity and allow the scale factor vector to be
used for special conditions. The latter is necessary be-
'	 cause even with scaling, there are :situations, usually
involving two boundaries, in which the gradient components.
are large and of opposite sign. This dominates the gradi-
ent and the program just oscillates. Thus, a fixed scale
u	
factor would weight this parameter less and let the pro-
gram move into a region where it would operate more
normally. The program could then be restarted with the
normal weighting, and a solution obtained. Also,(1his
would allow the program, to vary its parameters without
OF
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t
thorn becoming over or under weighted, as with a single
3
^k
	
scaling vector.
This problem of scaling can be most irritating as
there is little to indicate, prior to wasting some
computer time, whether scaling is needed and how to ap-
proach it, save simple normalization to unity. Various
T
	
	
references on the subject indicate only that a linear
transformation is called for, show that one exists, and
leave it at that. In this program, the problem is com-
pounded by the fact that four gradients, with respect; to
1 overshoot, rise time, GFAR, and a boundary, are in use in
every successful program. A scaling which is satisfactory
for one surface needy not be very good for another.
Y
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS OF AUTOMATED DECIGN PROGRAM
5,0 Introduction
This chapter discusses and evaluates the results of
the automatic design program. A specific example, from
several that were run, is examined. The results are gen
era'lized to cover observations from all design examples.
The results are evaluated in the sense of determining if
successful deW gns are possible, what new knowledge was
obtained, and the future possibilities of the methods.
5.1 De ign Example
The configuration is
I	 !4P. Pis	 P.
	 Cc si
I +P„s
	
14P6s
	 (I -+- 5)
The plant is a real pole at s -1.
R
The compensation parameters are P1
, P61 P71P10
The response required is OS < 20$
i
t
r < 
3 seconds.
A number of combinations of Initial values for the
compensation ware tried. One example is shown in
Fig. 5.1._ The parameter history for Pl P 6 , P 7 , and P,0
are shown.
The history for overshoot, rise time, and GFAR are
shov-n as XX (1) , XX (2) and XX (5) respectively.
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n
An acceptable design was achieved at step number X2.tt	 •
GFAR was reduced until the rise time constraint was en-
countered at step number 14. 	 GFAR was further reduced
following this constraint until the overshoot constraint
n
was encountered at step 40. 	 After this, GFAR continued ,k
a gradual downward trend.
'
f
G	 Results5 2	 eneral  ^
The program was tried with a variety of design
problems.	 Two types of plants were used, one having a
fixed real pole and the other having a fixed complex
pair.	 The compensation utilized real poles- and zeros
which could be n laced in either the forward or feedback
paths.	 This provides four combinations of plant and
compensation.	 One further combination which was not
used much involved a complex pole pair plant and com-
pensation of complex zeros in the feedback and other
real poles.
The results of the program can be summarized as
follows.
a)	 The iterative design program can Lake a system
with a stable response, improve tire., response
it meets time responseuntil	 specifications of
maximum overshoot and rise time, then proceed
to minimize the high-frequency transmission'
until a-time response constraint is encountered.
It then follows a constrained gradient reduc-
•
E
e7 5
.	 f
ing further the high-frequency transmission
until the other performance limit is reached.:
b) When confronted with an initial parameter set
whose time response is unstable, the gradient
procedure will find a stable parameter set if
real lead compensation is adequate. If a
conditionally stable system is present, a
stable initial design is generally required.
C)	 It can successfully perform the gradient
search using open-loop compensation parameters.
It could successfully allow constraints on
these parameters. It could take test cases
with parameter choices intentionally given
poorly, such as zero preceding the pole for
lag compensation, and change this to  satis-
factory design.
d) When final design values were tested via the
OD017 program, the residue of the closest real
pole in the closed loop transmission was not
negligible. Thi_ indicates that design to
time domain specifications allowed reduction of
high frequency transmission beyond that if a
	
	 	 	
dominant second order response specification
had been used for the time _response,
e) The program <showed that parameter space trans-
formation is generally required for good re-
r/
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sults.	 No conclusions were reached on pro-
cAdures for determination of the transforma-
tion.
fj	 The program is very sensitive to step-size
selection.	 The function surfaces considered
n do not have valleys or ridges in the ranges
normally considered.	 However, valleys are
created by the intersections of two constraint
surfaces with opposing effects.	 These valleys
b,
can lead to jumping back and forth in the same
sense as she large step size path on a sharp
ridge.	 parameters ace scaling improved o5	 p	 g	 er-P	 P
` anon in these situations but it remains a-
problem.
g)	 The program works reasonably well in following
the constrained gradient along a constraint
Ft
surface.
	 The question of proper step-size
i
along the constrained gradient is not resolved.
One would expect the program to operate best by
following the boundary closely. 	 This was not
borne out by experience.	 When large steps were
taken, the
	 devial :ed from thepath	 constraint
surface considerably.	 Yet these paths reached
a smaller value of GFAR after: a given number of
iterative cycles. than those which followed the
boundary closer.	 There are 'several interacting
I7/
I
i
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effects in this operation which must be sep-
arated to find the true cause and its solution.
h) The program verified that certain compensation
parameters do not have a large effect on the
design. Conclusions here are risky because a
different scaling procedure could change the
results. It was found that the separation of
a pole-zero dipole was more important than its
location, particularly in lag compensation.
This was predicted earlier.
The program also indicated that poor scal-
ing can cause designs that are nonsense when
examined in a classical control sense. For in-
stance, one -scaling procedure caused the pole
to come at a lower frequency than the zero when
the dipole was placed near the crossover fre-
quency for lead compensation. The.high fre-
quency transmission was minimized and the per-
formance specifications satisfied, yet this
dipole is backwards.
i) Designs were made with a real. zero in the for
M.	 ward path and then in the feedback path. In
the first case, the zero appears in 
Tfs), in
the latter it does not. For the same initial
parameter and the same time response specif;iica-
tions, the case with the real zero in T(s) lead
78
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to a smaller value of GFAR than the case
without.
j) Comparing the results of designs for real pole
plants and for complex pole plants, it can be
said the latter are much more difficult. The
phase is changing more rapidly near the cross-
over frequency. This causes slight changes in
compensation values to result in 'larger changes
in response values, particularly overshoot,
than for real pole plants. When the complex
i
1
t
plant poles were placed on the imaginary axis,
the search was still successful but did much
wandering around in maintaining satisfactory
time response.
5.3 Evaluation of R^:bults
In evaluating the results, the program has shown
that the design of control system in the classical sense
for fixed plants can be done automatically by computer
search methods. It has shown that the design can be made
to specific time response requirements without approxima-
tion or conversion to s-plane or frequency domain specifi-
cations. Regarding the choice between manipulating open
loop parameters versus closed loop parameters, the program
successfully operated in the open loop space. Plant
parameters were introduced direct ly and limits on compen-
sation variables were successful.
x,
F	 y
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The design examples showed that minimum noise trans-
mission occurred when both time domain specifications
were just satisfied. This indicates that enough variable
parameters must be available to fit all non-conflicting
specifications. Further the minimum noise transmission
occurred with configuration placing the real compensation
zero in the forward path.
The final designs have real compensation poles in
close enough that the closed loop response is no longer
dominant second order. Thus the best designs involved a
third order T (s) with a real zero which mea ns four vari-
able parameters. It would be difficult for a human de-
signer to scan through families of curves of responses
attempting to select ones whic h fit his time specifica-
tions and minimized some other function.
f
From the standpoint of numerical methods, the pre-
gram demonstrates that a gradient search with inequality
constraints in the function space and the parameter space
is possible. It indicates that problems associated with
gradient searches of poorly shaped and interacting sur-
faces are present in this program and can be quite serious.
It generally shows that as the problems become more dif-
ficult,, the initial guesses must be better.
As a general evaluation, the program shows that it
	 N
is possible to design control systems in the same sense
that frequency response and root locus methods have been
j
rso
x used.	 It has not replaced the human who ;rust provide
r
good initial parameters, check for conflicting specifi-
cations, etc.
For the program to have a real future as a design
tool, several problem areas must be solved. 	 These are:
1. The areas of parameter space scaling and step-
size 	 ai a selection need  	 to speed. up
the procedure.
2. Gradients from both the constraint: surfaces
need to be combined and used when achieving a
satisfactory design and when following a boon-
dar .
	 This should reduce the problems of in-Y	 P
teracting surfaces.
3. A faster method of generating step response
results is needed.	 4
4. Interactive console features to allow the-de,
r.y
u signer to monitor the lesign progress and modify
the search would be desirable.
f,
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CHAPTER 6
DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR SYSTEMS
HAVING PLANT PARAMETER VARIATIONS
6.0	 INTRODUCTION
A fundamental property of feedback is its ability to reduce the
effects of plant parameter variations on the input-output system re-
sponse function T(s). This property is almost always cited to justify
the use of feedback, but it is rarely used directly, in a quantitative
manner, in the design process. Recently, such synthesis procedures,
including specifications on parameter variation, have been presented. 1,2
However, these procedures are limited in a very important aspect, in
that T(s) is restricted to be dominantly second order. This limits flexi-
bility in design and to the plant types for which the procedure is appli-
cable Also, even for applicable plants, the dominance requirement
results in a restricted form for the loop transmission function and
thereupon on the system sensitivity to internal noise
1I
In this paper, computer methods are first used to generate root
loci to aid in the understanding of parameter response interaction. Then
a new design procedure is develo 'd i which open loo parameters ar` P	 P^, n	 P	 _ p 	 e
directly related to step response specifications. Computer simulation
R
of the system model provides information required for :this purpose. A
82
complete design example, including comparison with previous methods,
is presented.
6.2	 STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
This chapter considers the same basic problem of [4] , namely;
1) There is a single input-output plant with parameters which may lie
(or "slowly" vary) within a given region of parameter space; 2) specific
bounds on, for instance, the step response are prescribed, such as
acceptable range of rise-time, overshoot, and settling time 3) linear
time-invariant compensation is to be used for which the rms effect at
the plant input of noise, lumped at the sensor, is to be minimized.
The t1,iree sections of this definition have historical backgrounds requir-
ing explanation.
First, in the pole-zero approach, the definition of region of
parameter variation has to date been restricted to definition of a region
in the s-plane, where plant poles and zeros may lie, normally consider-
ing only a single complex plant pole, and a gain variation. No attempt
is made to correlate pole-zero-gain variations to actual physical para-
meters producing the variations. Second, the definition of acceptable
response, while broadly stated as ranges of rise -time; etc. , is usually
reduced to a definition of a region in the s-plane in which the dominant
complex pole_c of the system response function T(s), must lie. No
zeros in T(s) are allowed and all additional poles are required to be
far-off, 11 i.e.  , their residues must be small Third, the design pro-
cedure leads to high open-loop gain and second order differentiation
7	 -
4
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over some frequency range.
	
This increases the possibility that sensor
noise may cause saturation of some components of the controlsystem.Y	 F
jj
The definitions of configuration and transmission are as follows:
1 F
PLANT
it
R (s) + C(s)P(SNo
+	 N(S) ♦.
H (s) .
Figure 6.2
q A two -degree-of-freedom system structure.
L (s) = PGH (s) and T (s) = G (S) = i+GPs	 (6.1)R	 1 GPH (s) t
For the particular example used in this paper, the plant and compen-
sation transfer functions are defined as follows
KP 1G (s) = :
	
(6.2).+sP1
r P (s) _
	
k 2(6.3)
S ((S+a	 yap ,. )p)
i
H (s) _ ((s+a ) 2+0 2 )	 (6.4)zz
L
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The high frequency (noise ? transmission will be denoted GFAR and is
1equal to KP (equation 6.2) .
A transfer function in Bode form is defined as 11.1+,rs and one
in root lnous form is defined as 1/s+a .
6.3
	 STUDY OF PROBLEM LEADING TO DESIGN PROCEDURE
•=	 The basic approach has been to introduce compensation zeros
in the feedback path and to force the closed loop poles closeby, by
means of large loop gain. 20 Previous methods 4, 3 employ this concept,
with mapping of the open -loop parameters into a closed-loop parameter
space as the principal design tool. This chapter uses the same con-
cept but, among other differences, works directly in the open-loop
parameter space.	 The objective is to find compensation -gain values
which satisfy actual time response (not intermediate dominant s-plane)
specifications, while minimizing noise transmission GEAR, which is
equal to KP I .	 It is emphasized that while step response parameters
such as overshoot and rise-time are used here, any other response
requirement may be imposed, so long as they may be evaluated by. af`
computer,_ simulation routine.
	 In this chapter a fourth order model is
used in order to correlate the results with _previous_work.	 But this is
not a restriction in the method.
	 The design is initiated by investi-
gating parameter-response interaction and then utilizing the information
I t to develop the significant parameters for the computer-aided design.
e
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Performance: Analysis by Root Loci
The basic concept of using high gain to drive wandering poles
to complex zeros located near the desired closed loop poles, and the
costs involved, have been known for some time. 4 The designer can
easily visualize possible root locus patterns which fit this concept.
However, when specific numerical problems are investigated one will
likely find that the root loci are not simple after all and it is useful to
obtain some detailed insight, which is now done.
The design problem including numerical values of [4] is examined.
The plant
P (s) =	 1
s C(s+CIp)2 +ape)
may have values of cx p , p anywhere within, the rectangle ABCD of
Figure 6.2.  The compensation zeros were determined to be ofZ = 2.0 ,
t ^ = 3.6 ^q `ti^t' the gain K = 35.2 The plant gain, k is taken as unity.z
The specifications required *
 that the dominant closed-loop poles lie
inside the dotted region of Figure 6.3. This range is approximately
that which has been suggested as acceptable in flight control.. The
3 real pole P is placed at -30 to ,make the' system.fourth order. Six
loci are shown for several critical plant pole values.
The loci for all corners and point E go to the compensation zero 	 j
after breaking away from the real axis. For corners A, B, and C the
loci on thP,,eal axis is a'`simple combination of the pole at the..origin
}
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and P 1 and the plant poles are translated into far-off poles. The plant
poles for D and E go to the rea). axis, split, and combine with the pole
at the origin and P 1 to form two complex pairs. Fortunately, this occurs
at a gain significantly below that -normally needed. For point F, the
plant pole goes directly to the zero. Of particular note is that the
loci for a particular plant pole reach the compensation zero from the
opposite side in almost all cases. The real pole P 1 is significantly
involved in all these loci and this emphasizes the need for using at
least a fourth order representation for the system.
Since the dominant poles are quite close to the compensation
zero at the nominal design gain for points A, D, and E, the location
of the compensation zero has a predominant effect on pole location.
These points produce the poles with the smallest damping ratio and
thus determine maximum overshoot. The other corners, S and C,
have dominant poles with much greater damping and likely determine 	 l
the maximum rise-time. The dominant roots for point A have the com-
bination of largest 
n 
and small damping ratio and thus likely deter
mine the minimum rise-time. Changes in zero position basically tend
Y
	 to pull the dominant poles along with the zero, at nominal gain Moving
i
Pl in closer to the origin tends to drive the poles further along the loci
and force far-off poles toward the imaginary axis.
The last point must be considered carefully and it is approp-
riate to mention a problem area In [3 , 4] , all plant and compensation
poles are condisered in root locus form. Since P 1 is in some sense
01	 illimil'ill
r89
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a filter pole, it could also be considered in the Bode form (i.e. as in
IV	 equation 6.2). In this case, a change in P 1 , or rather VP, charges
It `
	
the root locus gain also. Furthermore, if the plant complex poles are
represented in Bode form, their movement within the ABCD square
changes the root locus gain. One must determine if plant pole ,changes
are correlated with plant gain changas and the appropriate form selected.
L '
In [1, 2], after the design was effected in the X-X plane, it was
desirable to map the boundary of the open-loop ABCD region into the
closed-loop s-plane . Compensation is fixed and the mapping shows
how well the region of variation fits the allowable region. This is
f^ the same as connecting all the nominal gain points on the root loci of
Figure 6.2. This mapping is ~howr^ in Figure 6.3 for later reference
Figure 6.4 shows the actual step responses for points Xf B, C and E,
which are all well-behaved. The above information, together with
that in the next section, will be used later to guide the design pro-
cedure.
Analysis by Constant Performance Contours
A distinctive new feature of this chapter is the design directly
to time-response specifications, rather than to intermediate s-plane'
or frequency response specifications. This is done by computer simu-
lation of a system model to provide the step response time history.
Given the system structure along with plant and compensation parameter
j
values, a computer program returns thevalues for the applicable time-
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response parameters -- in the present case, overshoot, rise-time, and
settling time. The computer program is sufficiently flexible to permit
change of system order and configuration. It may be mechanized on an
analog/hybrid computer simulat i ng transfer functions, or on a digital
computer by solving differential equations or by inverse Laplace trans-
formation. The procedure selected is not important to the analysis
method as such, but involves economic considerations of computer
time costs.
The data presentation consists of a set of curves of constant
performance (e.g.rise-time, tr=1 sec) shown in the plane of the vari-
able plant complex poles as in Figure 6.5. Thus, the curve labelled
r tr = 1 is the locus of complex plant pole valuF,s for which the present
design step response rise-time is one second, eto_ It is seen tha t
the plant variation region ABCD is located inside the curves for
OS :5 25% and .45 sec < tr < .8 sec.	 Note that corners B and C corres-
pond to maximum rise-time, corner A to minimum rise-time, and point
E (not a_corner) to maximum overshoot on the boundary.
Since the designer knows what plant conditions correspond to
particular locations in the ABCD region, he may determine if the re -
sponse is satisfactory for that condition. This allows a certain flexi-
bility in applying the specifications and it is evident how much addi-
It	
^
tional parameter variation beyond the ABCD region is allowable.
For comparison .
 purposes, the region of acceptable T (s) domi-
nant poles from [4) (Figure 6.3). can be converted, roughly to the time
list
1
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domain specifications of overshoot g 15%  and .4 sec < rise-time < .9 sec,
Tlius it is soon that this dos.yn has better rise-time than necessary
but it does not satisfy the overshoot specifications. This correlates
directly with the information already known about this design from [4]
and Figure 6.3.
The computer program which provides the curves of constant
performance also calculates the response at the points A, B, C, D, and
E, and provides the microfilm plots of the response. It further cal-
culates the closed-loop poles to provide correlation to the earlier
methods.
Finally, curves of constant performance for the same problem,
but with the plants poles in Bode form, are shown in Figure 6.6 .
These are not nearly as well--behaved as in the previous formulation.
ITLAC"..	 --
' 	 The proper representation, Bode or root locus, cannot be selected with-
out reference to a specific physical plant. However, the Bode repre-
sentation leads to a more difficult design problem
6.4	 DESIr'N PROCEDURE
The design procedure consists of repeated application of analysis,
with different values for the compensation. This can be extremely
ineffective if the correlation between compensation parameter chr,nges
{
and performance changes is not understood. Tht^,j. design begins with a
tentative complex zero location, chosen by taking a dominant second
order T(s) pole which sat,,sfies the performance requirements and placing
the zero closeby. The pole PI should be placed about a decade to the
OPEN
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left of the zero. An initial value of gain can be determined from a quick
vwt locus using corners B and D for the plant. If desired, the procedure
of [4] could be used for the initial design values.
This establishes a reference design in which the curves of constant
perfc mance will enclose the region of variation or be relatively close.
The compensation must now be varied to find the best design. Best is
defined as having the lowest high frequency loop gain (GFAR) while
meeting time response specifications. This design should use as much
as possible of the allowable acceptable region in the sense of Figure 6.3.
Perturbation Procedure
This problem is now in the form of an optimization problem with
constraints. Gradient methods have been used :successfully to seJve
.	 such problems. F,ach parameter is perturbed in turn by a` small amc ant
, r
&Pi and in the resulting ohange -in the performance index &Q is noted.
The ratio &Q,/AP, is a component g, of a gradient vector for reduction
of Q. This procedure does not work well for this problem due to diff,-
culties in evaluating effects of the constraints However, the per-
P . A
	
	
"turbation procedure has the orderliness required to successfully mani-
pulate several parameters in such a problem. Rather than define
pecific formulae for evaluating Q and reducing the process to a com-
nuter program, the results are evaluated by the human designer who
then determines the next choice for compensate on parameters.
For the designer to do this successfully, -lie must know the
effect of a given perturbation on the curves of constant performance
LO
e
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L
1
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find blyli f:roquoncy transmission (C r'AR). These are as follows where
gain, (x z , z , P  are defined in Equations 6.2 to 6.4.
1 . gain	 a)	 directly proportional to GEAR
b)	 an increase drives the roots closer to the com-
pensation zero. If the zero is inside an acceptable
region and the nominal gain is beyond the minimum
damping ratio point for point E, an increase should
increase the area between OS and' Tr	 curves.
max
There is a tendency for the Tr maxcurve to move
further.
2. a z -	 a)	 no effect on GFAR in root locus form.
b)	 an increase generally moves OS curves down with-
out changing Tr maxcurves very much
3. /3 -	 a)	 no effect on GEAR in root locus formz
b)	 an^anciease generally moves both OS and Tr max
curves up.
4. Pl -	 a) 	 no effect of GFAR in root locus form and directly
proportional in Bode form.
b)	 little direct effect on. OS or Tr 
maxin Bode form,
a decrease of P 1 forces far-off poles closer to the
s	 imaginary axis which causes a problem discussed
later at corner B.
These cause-effect relations correlate with the root locus analysis
earlier.
IN
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eThe specific amounts of change are evaluated by the pertur-
bation process. Each parameter should be changed in turn from its
nominal value by say lQ%. The resulting changes in the rise-time,
overshoot, etc. curves are evaluaaed . This provides qualitative infor-
mation about the gradient components. The quantitative evaluation
is much more difficult. First, what is the equivalence between percent
overshoot and seconds rise-time? Second, scaling or normalization
problems well--known in gradient search methods enter here also. Third,
if exact gradient information is to be used, aood method for step-sizeg	 P
' selection is needed.	 These three problems involve the designer in 	 G
difficulties not directly related to the basic control problem and are s
best avoided.	 Theualitat've information only is used o establish.q	 a.	 a	 	 _	 t
' gradient component sign and approx imate magnitude. A small change
in parameters is used to avoid drastic changes in performance.
	 As the
designer gain, confidence in his ability to evaluate the gradient and
select step sizes, the process can be made morn precise with improved
efficiency.
The design process can best be described with an example.
While the comments are directed mostly to this method, the method
itself cannot be isolated from root locus and other techniques which'
influence the designers choices for new parameter values.
Ryj
i
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Design Example
The design begun in [4] is continued. The first objective is to
obtain parameter values satisfying the performance specifications. The
second objective is to reduce GFAR , if possible Figure 6.7 shows
r
perturbations of K, [x Z , z , and P1 (Bode form) from the original design
values. The slight rise in the overshoot curve for increased K is due
to roots near the Amin point at nominal gain. Following the qualitative
concepts of the previous section, these perturbations indicate that a
w	 possible next choice of parameters could well be:
K	 =	 35.2
Z
a 3.6z
P1	 3.0
This should move the OS and Tr	 curves down to enclose more of
max
the  d s .e ired ABGD region. In such initial parameter changes, the zero
location should be used to osition curves ain should be increased
to increase the region between curves i..,nly when found necessary, and
P 1 should be left fixed until a satisfactory gain-zero combination is
found. In the above, the perturbation of z suggests it should be re	 3
v
duced. Subsequent perturbations would show this to be the wrong
choice.
The procedure is repeated until a combination is found which
places both OS and Trma curves outside ABCD. In this example, such
a combination is shown in ` Figure 6.8 denoted intermediate design.
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GEAR has been reduced from 1060 to 640 in the process. The step
responses in Figure 6.9 show small wiggles indicating far-off poles
M
entering the response.
A pertinent question at this point is whether the design can be
improved. As yet the curve for constant Tr minhas not been shown.
It is off the lower right of corner A and difficult for the computer pro-
gram to locate. But since it does not touch the ABOD square there re-
mains some freedom for varying compensation parameters. The procedure
will be to again perturb K, a z , Pz , and Pi  using reductions in K and
P 1 to reduce GFAR, and using a  and p  to maintain acceptable per-
formance. Moving the zero up and left should generally bring the
Tr mincurve up toward corner A. Gain can then be reduced to bring all
three performance Curves
 
in contact with the ABCD region.
The results of this further work are shown in :Figure 6.9 denoted
Final Design. Since the Tr mincurve cannot be determined easily, the
rise-time at corner A is used directly instead. The final time responses
are shown in Figure 6. 10 . The results of the original, intermediate,
and final designs are summarized in Table 6.1.On the final design,
note that although the OS = 15% curve is significantly below the DEA
line, overshoot at point E is 14.5%. This means that a small change
will move this curve considerably. No attempt was made to fit the
specifications more closely. The outstanding result is that GFAR has
been roughly halved from its original value.
kc
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Step Responses for Intemediate Design
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4	 Step Responses for Final Design
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One should note that P  is larger at the final value than at the
h
	
intermediate design, which represents knowledge gained in the design
example. Further reduction of P  causes an effect termed ol low over-
shoot. 00 The dominant response is a very long--tailed exponential.
However, the far-off poles have very little damping and produce a
sinusoidal variation superimposed on the exponential. This can cause
the derivative of the response to become negative before reaching
final value which was deemed undesirable and disallowed. This
low overshoot problem is not the same as noted by Smay (191 which is
caused by a far-off real pole corrupting a dominant second order re-
sponse. This again emphasizes the desirability of using a fourth or
higher order model. Hence, P 1
 was left at +25 rather than introduce
a response having low overshoot. Figure 6.11 shows the detrimental
effect to the final design of moving P 1
 from +25 to +20. The oscillations
could not be termed: acceptable. More important, the designer sees the
exact response .
Evaluation of Design Procedure and Results
t
	
	 It is interesting to compare this design with the design of [4]
using the criteria of that method. Even on that basis, it re•►eals possible
it
	
	 improvement. The dominant closed loop poles corresponding to plant
poles alone the boundary ABOD are shown in Figure 6.12. The original
design mapping is given in Figure 6.3 The region of variation now
fills more of the allowable region, particularly in the region of large n.
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The far-off poles do not satisfy the conditions of (41; however, their
,F
oxact offect on the response is now known.
in (4), it was concluded that minimization of y equal to K n
z
was equivalent to minimization of K. Here 
n 
has in^^^rea sed from
z
17 to 25, about 50%. Thus it is now known that when using the method
of [4], changes in n may be significant and should be considered.
z
The root loci for the final design are shown in Figure 6. 13.
These r,,!xe not significantly different from Figure 6 , 2, except that move-
.n
ment of the zero to the left has bfought the *nominal gain roots for points
D and E definitely beyond the minimum Y, point,
The original problem specified that plant gain could also vary.
The design was effected using the minimum value which assumes that
higher gain will only improve the responses. The root locus intuitively
verifies this and actual verification can be made by choosing a higher
gain and sweeping around the ABCD boundary looking for unsatisfactory
responses.
The most noteworthy result is that a significantly better design
has been obtained than that available by previous methods. however,
it absolutely requires computer assistance and cannot be adopted to
hand methods, which the previous method can do. The use of open
loop space for manipulation of compensation and data presentation is
-	 a departure from previous methods. The designer's basic interest in
the closed loop transfer function is to obtain the transient response
m
 
d
T
Y .
110
 r,The use of computer simulation for the response values allows the
designer to concentrate on the open-=loop space which contains variables 	 ?
j	 t
over which he has direct control and about which he has best infor-
mation, If constraints are placed on compensation values, such as
minimum gain for satisfactory velocity constant, etc. , then the open-
	
e
loop presentation allows a more direct control. Of course, the designer
must develop a feel for how compensation changes will affect his design
in this space. This has been essential in each design procedure developed
_
It to date. The perturbation procedure assists him in this task
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CHAPTER 7
ADDITION OF TI	ZEROS TO DESIGN PROCEDURES '<<(s)
j
7.0	 Introduction 1 w^
s	 ;s
Chapter 6 has shown a method of design for -ystems whose
plant poles vary. The design example covered roughly the same
class system which Horowitz 4
 and Olson 3
 had previously solved.
The method was able to improve upon these results somewhat. ^,r
In this chapter extension will be made to systems having zeros
in the T (s) transmission. No previous methods could accurately
consider these effects since they were restricted to the
dominant second order response specification. The addition of
the zero will be considered in three phases. First, it will be
a pre-filter; second, a fixed compensation zero in the forward
path; and third, a drifting real plant zero.
7.1	 Real Pre-Filter Zero
It has been noted that the constant performance contour
method described here has removed the second-order dominance
r
restriction on T (s) for a basic two-degree-of-freedom con-
figuration. Another class of systems which was previously un-
manageable involves zeros in the T (s) transfer function, either
from the plant or from the compensation. These zeros have not
been allowed because of increased complexity in response spe-
cifications. It is known that the introduction of a zero to.a
second-order pole pair increases the overshoot and reduces the
rise-time of the step response. An
 increase of open-loop gain
generally has the same effect. Thus a zero could be introduced
nin a pre-filter without affecting GEAR. This could possibly
allow reduction of gain, and consequently of GEAR. The T(s)
zero has the additional desirable effect of reducing the set-
tling time. The method described here can accomodate the zero
with no added difficulty, using the computer simulation to
return values of rise-time, etc. The only difference is that
there are now five compensation parameters which can be varied.
For an illustration, consider the intermediate design of
Figure 6.8 as a reference. A real zero is movedin from - w to
-25 to -5 with the results shown in Figure 7.1. The rise time
and overshoot boundaries both move up. The compensation zero
can be changed to move the constant performance contours so
that the ABCs square is enclosed.
To illustrate this, a T (s) pre-filter zero at -10 is
added to the final design, Figure 6.8. The new constant per
formance contours are shown in Figure 7.2 and the step responses
in Figure 7.3. As expected, overshoot has increased and rise
time and settling time have decreased. The basic specifications
are no longer satisfied. "Low overshoot" is much worse due to
the differentiation of the zero. Note that maximum rise time
has changed little while the minimum has changed significantly.
The parameter perturbation design method was applied under
y a.	 the constraint that GFAR equal to KP 1 remain constant. Two
possible final designs are shown in Figure 7.2. Number 1 has
worse "low overshoot" while number 2 has more overshoot at E.
The designer can choose between these or increase K and try
again. The transient responses for number 1 are shown in
I
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Since the transient responses are no longer simple second
order, attempting to push a design this far without knowing
the exact response could lead to serious problems. in this !z
example, the addition of the real pre--filter zero has not
allowed a reduction of GEAR as desired. The specifications
are such that the settling ime improvement is not5	 P	 appreciable.
Considering the incr3.ased oscillation at Corner B, the addi-
tion of the zero has been of marginal usefulness.
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7.2 REAL ZERO IN L (s) AND T (s)
This section extends the previous by placing the
real zero inside the loop in the forward path, thereby
included in both L ( , ) and T (s) . For a. first try, the
zero, in Bode form, is placed in the .forward path,
using the final case of Section 6.4 as a reference.
The damping is increased considerably so that overshoot
is decreased and rise time is increased. The compensa-
tion zero is ;hanged to 
a  = 3.1, $ z = 4,3 with the
result that the specifications are again satisfied.
However, use of the zero in Bode form with no
1
1
associated pole has changed the system from one with a
pnl a -zero difference of two to only one. 	 Thus GF'A►R is
now 5500	 (ten times worse) .
	
For consistency, another
real pale should be included.	 For a pole at -100, the
'. change in transient response is small and GPAR would be
-e ten times worse at all high frequencies.	 The perturbs-
',yon method was used to brine the real poles to a lower
` frequency to reduce GFAR.
	
It was possible to FDring it
down to about 1500 or three tines greatr than without
the zero inside the loops.	 Thus the noises degradation
outweighs the performance improvement.
	
Should the
specifications be such that improvement of settling time
be significant, the balance could; be in favor of the;r ,
zero.
3
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For future reference, the real pole in the range
,JI' between the origin and the real zero has considerable
effect on the response for corners A t B. and C.	 For
points D and E, it is within 10% of the zero resulting
in a small residue.
7.3	 DESIGN FOR PLANT WITH DRIFTING REAL ZERO
This section will consider the design problem in
which the plant has a drifting real zero in addition to
the variable complex poles and gain. The range of the
zero overlaps the range of real parts of the desired
dominant second order response. The zero position is
not correlated with any of the other variations.
Olson3
 considers this problem as an extension of
his previous work. The philosophy is to place a real
pole in the interval of zero variation and use sufficient
gain to drive it to the zero, wherever it may be.	 This
accomplishes two purposes:
	 1	 the pole is cancelled bP	 p	 p	 ^	 p	 Y
the zero ;leaving a`dominant second order system, and 2)
the zero is cancelled so that it does not appear in T We
. The design procedure is approached via the X -Y plane as
before..	 P 1
 is not used since this would make the system
equation fifth-order,
	 When values for compensation are
chosen, the variation region of complex poles is mapped
into the closed Loop s-plane.	 Two mappings are made,.
one each with the extreme values of the zero range.	 The
region of variation should be within the acceptable're-
gion in both cases.	 The variation of the real pole is
0	 11	 Nil 1M
n a
1
4
Y
12*0
rt
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obtained but not used.	 More arbitrary choices for
be	 in the	 But Olson'sparameters must	 made	 process now.P	 P
method does definitely lead to a design.
As systems grow larger, it is more difficult to
force them to have a simple dominant second order r
response.
	 Olson's work provides an interesting
example.
	 His design example begins by simply adding
the drifting zero to the previous final design without
ao
the Zero.	 The result is that corners B and C are
r considerably outside the acceptable second order region.
However., when the system step response was examined,
it was found to be quite acceptable based on time
response requirements. 	 The residue of the real pole
was 57% of the residue of the pole at the origin
f
which is hardly negligible. 	 Following the same pro-
cedure on his final design, it was found that the
design was much better than necessary.	 The maximum
overshoot was 9% compared to allowable 20%.	 Rise time}
varied between .43 and .56 seconds when the allowable
range was .35 to 1.0 seconds.
	
Although not yet optimum
with respect.to
 minimizing noise transmission, it is
r,
nevertheless a design which meets the response require-
ments.
It i	 reasonable to assume that to achieve a near-
optimal design with respect to reducing the noise trans-
mission, the approximation of the response by only its
I	 1^
k
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second order complex roots must be improved. 	 The computer
heresimulation procedure used 	 will do that.	 The
question remains whether a workable design procedure can
be developed to accommodate the additional variations
and additional compensation parameters. 	 This can best
ttf
be shown with an example.
The intermediate case of Figure 6.8 was selected as
a starting point and the drifting zero was added with
the same range as in Olson, namely [-3 1 -1].	 The zero
is considered in the root locus form. 	 A real pole is
added at the mid-point of the interval, -2. 	 The
resulting curves of constant rise time and overshoot
are shown in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 along with the curves
from Figure 6.8 for reference.	 We see that for the
zero at -1, the rise time boundary became worse while
the overshoot boundary became better. 	 For the zero at -3,
the rise time boundary became better and the overshoot
became worse.	 The design is not acceptable as two
boundaries exclude portions of the variation region.
One must now proceed to the design phase to improve the
results.
The techniques of perturbing parameters, seeking
ones which improve overall results is continued here.
Since the intermediate design already fit the region of
variation closely except for minimum rise-time, the
compensation zero was r-ot perturbed. 	 Rather parameters new
to the problem were eiamined.
	
The new real pole at -2
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was moved each way from the midpoint of the interval.
}	 f
The far-off pole Pl
 was moved out. Finally the gain
was increased to drive all poles closer to the zeros.
These are given as Cases KZ1, KZ2 1
 
KZ3, and KZ4 in
Figures 7.5 and 7.6. The results are summarized in
Table 7.1.
We see that moving the real pole from the midpoint
I
had mixed results with no indication that it should go
either way.	 Movement of the real far-off pole had little
effect.	 The increase of gain was the only move which !
gave all around improvement.
	
In fact, Case KZ4 is
very nearly a satisfactory design in itself.
It seems unusual that the mid-point of the range
of zero variation is the best place for the compensa-
tion pole.
	 To investigate this further, the pole was
moved outside the range entirely to --4 and to -.5.
The results followed the same trend as before and were
too poor to plat.
	
Next the pole was moved entirely
away from the zero to -15.	 This also did not improve
thO results.
	 These perturbations are summarized as
Cases KZ5, KZ6, KZ7 in Table 7.1.
r4	
iThese results indicate that it is best to partially
cancel the effect of the drifting zero. This conclusion
is very dependent on the location of the range relative
to the drifting complex poles and to the approximate
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dominant second order acceptable region.
	
if the range
is more to the left of the range used here, the effects
u will be different.
To answer one further question regarding use of a
zero in T(5)f a pre--filter zero at -15. was added to
It
Case KZ4 and denoted Case KZ8.	 The overshoot curve for
the zero at -3 is now unacceptable.
	
Recalling fVom pre-
vious work that movement of the complex compensation
zero could help, it w;4,s moved down to --2.6 t j3.6. This
7 yields Case KZ9 which is another acceptable design.
Comparing Cases KZ4 and KZ9, we see that the
latter is slightly better on all four bou yidary curves.
k This indicates that the gain could be reduced on Case
KZ9 making it a better design. 	 The amount of reduction
r	 ^;
jL
IV.
would be slight.
Examination of Case KZ4 with the QD017 program
indicates as before that the residue of the real pole
in the zero range is quite significant. This again
demonstrates the need for going beyond the dominant
second order response concept for specifying the accept -
able response.
Root locus plots forplant poles at each of the
} four corners for Case KZ4 are shown in Figures 7.7 and
7.8. The plant zero is at -1 and -3 respectively. The
roots which combine to make the supposedly dominant com-
plex pair are quite different on tha,two plots. This
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further illustrates the desirability of combining in-
sight from this method with root locus and other
methods.	 The complexity of the problem is such that {F
one method will not suffice.
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUS IONS
A. The computer solution of a mathematical model to
provide time and frequency response data allows
use of higher order system models. The exact
response data for a given configuration allows
use of additional degrees of freedom with a con-
fidence that.approximate mappings cannot provide.
This provides a closer fit of ac-1-Mal response to
desired response while minimizing noise trans-
mission.
.	 H. Operations in the open-loop parameter space are
feasible. This allows direct access to variable
plant poles and.provides the compensation
parameters directly upon design completion.
C. The work has shown that design to specific  time^	 h	 g
response requirements, usually inequality relations,
is feasible. It also shows that correlation with
s-plane methods, particularly root locus, is
.	 1
IN	
desirable..
D. The concept of perturbation or gradient search for
logically manipulating more than two parameters
toward a specified goal works satisfactorily, both
y
in an automatic computer anode and in a human or
manual mode.
aE. The use of the computer makes possible extensions of
current methods that would be otherwise difficult.
y .
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The human must still understand the fundamental
relationships. The computer can only relieve
him of tedious calculations in the choices of
parameters and the display of results.
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